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Call to action
Time to ramp up science’s contribution to 
controlling the Ebola outbreak.

Science has so far taken a back seat as the Ebola outbreak has  
continued to spread. Research has deferred to the need to gear 
up the public-health response. But there is a growing sense that, 

unless science can somehow now change the game, the outbreak will 
be difficult to bring under control.

The Ebola virus has killed more than 4,800 people in six countries, 
and has affected people in another two, the latest being Mali. There 
are still not enough medical staff and treatment beds to handle the  
current caseload. The World Health Organization (WHO) projects that 

Pillars of reform 
The Chinese government’s planned overhaul of its core research-funding system is vital if the 
country is to achieve its potential on the global scientific stage. 

China has come to an unsettling conclusion: the system that it 
uses to invest in science and technology is broken. The nation’s 
past efforts to become a great innovative state have produced 

clear signs of success: a flourishing space programme, a dominant 
global position in genome sequencing and some internationally 
prominent technology companies. But scratching beneath that sur-
face reveals a creeping suspicion that China is not getting value for the 
money it diverts into research.

These misgivings seem to have reached crisis point. China today 
is full of new initiatives, reforms and an anti-corruption drive that 
together aim to set the nation on the right track. The impact on science 
is set to be monumental — if China follows it through.

The problems that lead to inefficiency in science are various. 
Research programmes overlap. Low-quality researchers, often selected 
more than a decade ago when they were the best that China could get, 
are now a dead weight in a system that has since managed to acquire 
much better. And worryingly, earlier this month, the government 
accused researchers at some of the country’s most prestigious uni-
versities of misusing research funds (see Nature http://doi.org/wpb; 
2014). Shutting down such egregious abusers is a first step, and the 
ten-year prison terms handed down to two scientists who diverted 
funds certainly indicate that China is determined to make others think 
twice before they forge receipts.

The nation is also right to reform how the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences supports promising research projects. And perhaps most boldly 
— although the details are still sketchy — the finance and science 
ministries last week announced a joint effort to completely overhaul 
the way competitive funding is distributed. 

In principle, this could drive improvements in the crucial area of 
how research and researchers are assessed. Critics have long argued 
that small grants in China are reviewed strictly, whereas large grants 
receive little or no review. The large grants, critics charge, are too often 
decided on the basis of personal connections, not scientific validity. 
The latest reform aims to stop the science ministry awarding these 
large grants and will instead distribute them through a new (albeit 
still vaguely defined) ‘five-pillar system’. 

The key to China’s new system is how it will judge which research 
is worth pursuing. How can it promote the truly innovative and feasi-
ble while suppressing science that is either not original or unfeasible? 
This is not a new problem. Policy-makers and leaders of the science 
community worldwide grapple with these questions. The topic was 
again addressed at a meeting on research assessment and evaluation 
in Shanghai last week, co-sponsored by Nature.

Discussions there ranged from the evaluation of young research-
ers to the difficulty of balancing societal impact with research that 
drives innovation. For instance, Nobel-prizewinning biophysicist 
Kurt Wüthrich argued for focusing less on past achievements and 
failures, and more on “talented underachievers” — those with great 

ideas who just might not have proved themselves yet.
Assessment of research is an especially urgent issue for China as it 

attempts to leave behind cronyism and an incestuous grant system. 
It would be too easy to fall back on hyper-quantitative assessment 
— a system that results in scientists running from one project to the 
next, trying to join as many as they can to maximize the number of 
papers and awards that they rack up.

The reform of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is meant to change 
that. An initiative in translational research, launched earlier this 

month (see page 547), has put recruitment of 
the best researchers at the centre of its plan-
ning — and has arranged an impressive inter-
national committee to ensure that happens.

Will the reform of China’s core competitive 
funding system work? It is a promising sign 
that the National Natural Science Founda-
tion of China, the well-respected body that 

distributes the smaller grants, will be one of the five pillars now tasked 
with broader research assessment.

But what about the other pillars? Will they be the old fragmented 
divisions of the science ministry with new names, or will they really be 
streamlined units that are determined to make every renminbi count? 
How the government acts on that point will largely determine the 
future of research in China.

In doing so, it will influence the rate at which China’s overseas  
scientists are willing to head back home, and whether foreign scientists 
will respond to China’s attempts to lure them. Such reforms could also 
help to resolve one of the big questions in modern science: if and when 
the impact of research in China will surpass that of the United States. ■

“The impact on 
science is set to 
be monumental 
— if China 
follows it 
through.”
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Code share
Papers in Nature journals should make 
computer code accessible where possible.

A theme in Nature’s ongoing campaign for the replicability and 
reproducibility of our research papers is that key components 
of publications should be available to peers who wish to vali-

date the techniques and results.
A core element of many papers is the computer code used by authors 

in models, simulations and data analysis. In an ideal world, this code 
would always be transportable and easily used by others. In such a world, 
our editorial policy would be to insist on sharing to allow free use, as 
we already do (as far as is practicable) with data and research materials. 
Unfortunately, such an ideal is not easy to attain owing to the amount of 
extra funding and effort it would require to render some major pieces 
of code shareable. Nevertheless, we at Nature and the Nature research 
journals want to encourage as much sharing as possible.

Climate modellers have made some strides in this regard. The journal 
Geoscientific Model Development has a good example of such a policy 
(see go.nature.com/jv8g1w), and an article in Nature Geoscience dis-
cusses some of the opportunities presented by code sharing, as well as 

the obstacles (S. M. Easterbrook Nature Geosci. 7, 779–781; 2014). 
As a leading example of transparency policies in other disciplines, 

the data journal GigaScience requires code used in its papers to be 
available, and hosts it in a way that allows others to analyse the data in 
publications. One point made by Easterbrook is that even if the code 
is shared, others might often make little or no use of it, but on some 
occasions the take-up will be large. 

Nature and the Nature journals have decided that, given the diversity 
of practices in the disciplines we cover, we cannot insist on sharing com-
puter code in all cases. But we can go further than we have in the past, by 
at least indicating when code is available. Accordingly, our policy now 
mandates that when code is central to reaching a paper’s conclusions, we 
require a statement describing whether that code is available and setting 
out any restrictions on accessibility. Editors will insist on availability 
where they consider it appropriate: any practical issues preventing code 
sharing will be evaluated by the editors, who reserve the right to decline 
a paper if important code is unavailable. Moreover, we will provide a 
dedicated section in articles in which any information on computer 
code can be placed. And we will work with individual communities to 
put together best-practice guidelines and possibly more-detailed rules.

For full details, see our guide for authors at 
go.nature.com/o5ykhe. For an archive of our 
content and initiatives concerning reproduc-
ibility, see http://www.nature.com/nature/focus/
reproducibility. ■ 

as many as 10,000 new cases could be arising per week by December  
if the outbreak is not turned around.

Enter science. Speeding the development of treatments and vaccines 
is one area in which the international community is trying to move 
forward. On 22 October, the US Biomedical Advanced Research and 
Development Authority and the US Army awarded US$17.1 million 
to Profectus BioSciences, a company based in Baltimore, Maryland, 
that is developing vaccines against Ebola based on vesicular stomatitis 
virus. It is the third candidate Ebola vaccine to have moved towards or 
into clinical trials this year. On 24 October, the WHO outlined plans 
to test the first two — one licensed to NewLink Genetics of Ames, 
Iowa, the other being developed by GlaxoSmithKline, headquartered 
in London. These two vaccines have already entered human safety tri-
als and the WHO says that they could be tested in health-care workers 
and others in West Africa as early as December. 

In the meantime, aid agencies such as Médecins Sans Frontières 
(also known as Doctors Without Borders) and researchers funded by 
the European Union will test candidate Ebola treatments, including 
experimental drugs, medicines already approved for other uses that 
could be made available ‘off label’, and purified plasma or blood from 
Ebola survivors. 

Beyond treatments and vaccines, scientists have more fundamental 
questions, about both the Ebola virus behind the current outbreak 
and other viruses in the family to which it belongs, the filoviruses. 
This group includes Marburg virus, also capable of causing a lethal 
haemorrhagic fever, which killed a Ugandan health-care worker 
on 28 September. A third filovirus outbreak occurred this year in 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, where an Ebola outbreak  
unrelated to that in West Africa has killed 49 people.

The emergence of three filovirus outbreaks this year and the 
increasing frequency and reach of such outbreaks — which have 
occurred every year except 2 in the past 21 years — should serve 
as the clearest warning possible: we urgently need to understand 
more about the pathology, distribution, epidemiology and clini-
cal aspects of these viruses. A World View on page 537 argues that 
such science should help to steer the response; a News Feature on 
page 554 lays out the five most pressing questions about the filo-
viruses, and says why answering them might help to prevent a future  
outbreak or even help to bring this one under control.

For instance, new filoviruses have been discovered within the  
past five years, such as the Lloviu virus discovered in 2011 in bats 
in Spain. And scientists have learnt that these viruses have a much 
more widespread distribution than was suspected. The Reston virus, 
for example, an ebolavirus that does not seem to harm humans,  
has turned up in recent years in pigs in both the Philippines and China. 
Scientists suspect that there are more of these viruses to be found, in 
more places, and urgently want to understand why some are lethal to 

humans and others are not — and whether 
that could change.

It is also not known which animals  
harbour Ebola virus in the wild, or how the 
first person infected in the West African  
outbreak last December contracted the 
disease. Understanding this is crucial if 
people are to avoid a possible reservoir in  
the future.

It has been difficult to answer these questions for many reasons, 
such as the (fortunate) relative rarity and un predictability of human 
filovirus outbreaks. And laboratory studies require highly contained, 
specialized biosafety-level-4 (BSL-4) labs — of which there are too 
few around the world.

Thanks to a biodefence building boom over the past decade, there 
are now 13 such labs planned or operating in the United States.  
Canada, France, Australia, Germany, the United Kingdom, South 
Africa, Gabon and Russia are among the select nations that also have 
such facilities. But there are major research-funding nations, such as 
Japan, that do not have BSL-4 labs, or do not allow them to perform 
the highest-containment research because of worries that pathogens 
could escape and spark lethal local epidemics.

The current Ebola outbreak proves the fallacy of that decision. The 
world would not be in the position it is today, with the possibility of 
deploying an Ebola vaccine during the current outbreak, without the 
existence of both high-containment facilities and money for research 
on diseases that are, thankfully, rare in developing countries. More of 
both, in more places, can only hasten our understanding of Ebola and 
other diseases. Because one thing is clear: whether it is Ebola virus, 
another filovirus or something completely different, there will be a 
next time. ■

“Whether it 
is Ebola virus 
or something 
completely 
different, there 
will be a next 
time.”
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